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Table S1. Theoretical models of social oxytocin effects in humans
Model

Main Mechanism

Reference

Anxiety and reward
sensitivity

OXT reduces anxiety and stress for social interaction and
increases social reward sensitivity and thereby influences the
attribution of social salience.

(1)

Balance of OXT
and vasopressin
(AVP)

The balanced activities of the brain OXT and AVP systems impact
upon individual variations in anxiety and stress-coping style.

(2)

Bio-behavioral
synchrony

OXT orients the organism to the social world by enhancing the
temporal concordance of biological and social processes.

(3)

General approachavoidance

OXT effects are not limited to social behaviors but rather extend to
the broad range of adaptive and maladaptive behaviors mediated
by approach and avoidance motivational processes.

(4)

Interactionist
component process

Contextual factors and interindividual variables (e.g., psychiatric
illnesses) constrain or amplify the social effects of intranasal OXT.

(5)

Non-specific
reduction in anxiety

Several higher-level social-cognitive effects of OXT can emerge
via OXT’s broad influence on lower-level general states such as
anxiety.

(6)

Tend and befriend

Gaps in positive social relationships elicit elevations in OXT
plasma and prompt affiliative efforts aimed at restoring positive
social contacts.

(7)

Two-level approach

OXTIN delivered to the amygdala, prefrontal cortex, and brainstem
modulates executive functioning related to social cognition,
whereas OXTIN delivered to the brainstem and systemic circulation
modulates general approach-related behaviors and reduces
anxiety.

(8)

Social approach /
withdrawal

OXT facilitates approach-related behaviors (i.e., emotional
engagement) and reduces withdrawal-related behaviors (i.e.,
anxiety and fear).

(9)

Social salience

OXT increases the salience of social agents and therefore
promotes a wide range of social behaviors.

(10)

AVP, vasopressin; IN, intranasal; OXT, oxytocin.
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